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Field Services Bureau
 Regional Policing Plan
 Statewide Response and Support
 Secure Cities Partnership
 Community Policing Plan
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Presentation Notes
This morning I will be discussing our role with our:Regional Policing PlanSecure Cities InitiativeStatewide Support and AssistanceCommunity Outreach 



Field Services Bureau Statewide
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We’ve developed into a more mobile police force with the flexibility to address emerging public safety needs anywhere in the state, providing both short-term and long-term assistance to communities across the state.  Statewide we have 30 posts, which are housed within 7 districts. These worksites house our uniform troopers and civilian support staff. FSB also includes personnel assigned in detective capacities both at our Posts and as part of special investigative teams statewide. The efforts of both our patrol and investigative resources work in tandem to provide public safety services to all citizens of Michigan.



Regional Policing Plan

 Development of the mobile office concept
 Flexibility to assign troopers to address 

emerging public safety issues
 A more mobile force
 Development of the Assigned Vehicle Program
 More efficient / effective response for citizens

Presenter
Presentation Notes
In 2011, the Michigan State Police (MSP) announced the adoption of a regional policing model designed to provide increased services while relying less upon traditional "bricks and mortar" post buildings. The plan emphasizes enhanced technology and data-driven policing.  Under the regional policing plan, MSP has reduced the number of posts from 62 to 30. As part of the regional policing plan the department implemented technologies that provide a mobile office environment.  This allows troopers and sergeants to perform many administrative duties directly from their patrol cars. Mobile computing capabilities have expanded to provide patrol vehicles with the ability to electronically process ticketing and traffic crash data, as well as link real time information from the roadside to the courts.This plan has allowed MSP to be both more responsive to emerging crime trends and less constrained by traditional geographic boundaries. To better deploy troopers geographically the department implemented the Assigned Vehicle Program in 2012.  Today many of our troopers begin and end their shifts from their residences.   The result has been better geographic deployment of the troopers as well as increased patrol time and visibility in the communities in which we live and serve. In addition RPP allowed the Michigan State Police to adopt a squad driven concept, where our sergeants were taken out of our Posts, and now fill active roles on patrol to enhance our flexibility with supervision and assistance to our troopers around the clock. No longer bound to a building for administrative duties, our sergeants represent front line leadership that is visible and available to the public in a patrol capacity.



Troopers Are…

Traffic crash investigators
911 first responders

Mobile and Flexible

Crime scene evidence technicians

Major Case Unit investigators
Computer crimes investigators

Statewide response resources

Homicide investigators
Interdiction experts

Data Driven

Presenter
Presentation Notes
This slide illustrates many of the jobs a trooper could be called upon to do during any given day, and its important to point our that MSP does much more than patrol the highways of Michigan.One of the things that is unique to my department is that state troopers are trained to handle an incident from initial response through investigation.  Our troopers have the support of detectives, but they are fully trained and capable of conducting investigations on their own.For instance, if a trooper gets called to a Criminal Sexual Conduct (CSC) complaint, or a complex identity theft incident, they have the training and resources to conduct victim, witness and suspect interviews, as well as gather an examine evidence, and take the investigation through to the prosecution stage – all of this without having to turn to a detective bureau for investigatory assistance.Just because a trooper isn’t wearing a blue uniform, doesn’t mean that they don’t represent an integral part of solving crimes and keeping Michigan’s citizen’s safe.Detective troopers receive specialized, specific training and are tasked with complex investigations that include arsons, homicides, or large scale criminal enterprises that may involve multiple other states. This is especially true with our Major Case Unit (MCU) detectives, who act as a force multiplier in many of our SCP cities, which I will cover next.



MSP Secure Cities Partnership

 Proactive patrol

 Data Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic 
Safety (DDACTS)

 Coordinated investigation

 Community involvement and communication
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In the spring of 2012, at the direction of Governor Rick Snyder, the MSP began a long-term, sustained commitment to assist the cities of Flint, Saginaw, Pontiac, and Detroit.  These four cities have consistently ranked among the most violent cities in the country and have faced significant reductions to their police departments. The solution was the development of the Secure Cities Partnership (SCP), a cooperative, two-prong policing concept that utilizes MSP enforcement and community outreach resources to augment the local police department to reduce crime and increase the quality of life for residents.  Under the SCP, the local police department continues to provide emergency police response and handle all 9-1-1 calls for service in the city while MSP troopers perform directed patrols utilizing real-time crime data from the Data Driven Approaches to Crime and Traffic Safety (DDACTS) and evidence-based policing tactics to identify and target criminal hot spots.  Directed patrols allow troopers to perform proactive community policing to uncover criminal activity and to stop crime in transit, focusing on four main violations: guns, drugs, people with outstanding warrants, and drunk drivers.In addition to directed patrols, critical support elements include the use of MSP detectives and crime analysts assigned to a joint major crimes detective bureau established between the MSP and the local police department – known as Major Case Units , as well as receiving assistance from the MSP Forensic Science Division in responding to process major crime scenes and to train local officers in forensics to improve crime scene processing.  Perhaps most pivotal to the success of the SCP was the early recognition of the significance of community involvement in changing the culture of violence in these cities.  Right from the start, the MSP utilized its community service troopers to actively engage in already established community service projects and programs, working to establish rapport with citizens, community officials, and faith-based leaders to show the department’s genuine commitment to the city.



Investing In Local Public Safety Partnerships

 Secure Cities Partnership (SCP):
 Detroit
 Flint
 Saginaw
 Pontiac
 Muskegon Heights
 Benton Harbor
 Inkster
 Hamtramck/Highland Park/Harper Woods
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Secure Cities:  Working alongside local law enforcement agencies, we’ve provided directed patrols, increased investigative resources, and increased community outreach. The patrol in these communities – first in Flint, Saginaw, Detroit, and Pontiac – have reduced crime, contributing to a safer environment for residents, business owners, and visitors.  We’ve built a successful model for reducing urban crime that we’ve expanded and continue to work towards significant reduction in violent crime, with improvement in crime clearance rates. The successes of the SCP partnerships have led the department to expand these efforts into additional distressed cities.  



SCP Return On Investment

Crime Rates Since 2011
Year Detroit Saginaw Flint Pontiac Hamtramck

Violent Property Violent Property Violent Property Violent Property Violent Property
2011 0.5% 6.1% -6.7% 5.5% -17.2% 12.4% 19.3% 9.7% 23.2% 20.2%
2012 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%
2013 0.3% 3.3% -18.2% -13.6% -30.8% -25.0% -4.5% -13.9% 34.2% 6.9%

2014 -7.4% -17.0% -29.5% -29.0% -37.4% -29.8% -10.0% -28.6% -1.5% -15.3%

2015 -8.1% -15.7% -39.6% -32.9% -45.5% -35.4% -9.6% -29.3% -12.9% -18.5%

Year Muskegon Hts Inkster Benton Harbor Harper Woods Highland Park
Violent Property Violent Property Violent Property Violent Property Violent Property

2011 -7.4% 20.7% 15.2% -0.1% -30.0% -1.4%

2012 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0% 0.0%

2013 5.7% 4.6% 3.3% 3.4% -4.0% -20.2% 24.6% -9.2% -21.1% -9.4%

2014 -3.6% 15.7% -4.6% -32.3% 6.7% -57.3% 15.1% -19.6%

2015 -21.5% -6.8% -10.6% -13.5% 0.7% -101.2% 10.4% -29.4% -42.6% -94.7%

Source: MICR data reported as of 12/21/16
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Currently the department provides dedicated patrols, investigators, and community service troopers (CSTs) in Flint, Saginaw, and Detroit, as well as limited patrols in the communities of Pontiac, Inkster, and Muskegon Heights.This investment expanded in 2016 to include analysts, additional directed patrols, and investigators working in the communities of Muskegon Heights, Inkster/Hamtramck/Highland Park/Harper Woods, and  Benton Harbor.Since the program‘s roll-out in 2012, MSP’s partnership with local law enforcement has resulted in double digit percentage decreases in many of these communities in both violent and property crimes.I’m particularly proud of our case closure rates.  As a department, our 2015 crime clearance rate was above 80% for violent crime, and above 44% for property crimes; well above the national average across both categories, which were at 49% and 19.5%, respectively. (The 2016 data has not yet been published by MSP or the FBI)For instance, in looking at Flint – this means that since 2011 there are more than 4,000 individuals and businesses that are not victims in this City.  This greatly benefits families and communities, as there are substantial personal and societal costs associated with crime victimizationThis is an area we are focused on and committed to.  It is a metric in our Strategic Plan, and one that we report quarterly to the Legislature on because it speaks to the value you receive when you invest in state troopers.



SCP Directed Patrols
Looking Beyond The Stop
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35-5987/5998-16:On 6/25/16 Flint Troopers stopped a vehicle in Flint for a vision obstruction and arrested two occupants for PWID marijuana.  Through interrogation and investigation they worked a simple traffic stop back to a house in Mt. Morris where a search warrant was executed and three (.223) lower receivers –fully automatic- were recovered, without factory serial numbers, along with narcotics. Troopers turned the investigation over to BATF for federal violations and below is a summary of what BATF has done with this case: Both individuals in the residence were previously convicted felons. ATF Flint Field Office Special Agents coordinated with MSP and based on investigation and interviews, information was obtained that a male subject in Atlanta, Georgia, had manufactured the fully automatic firearms from his Atlanta residence and they were trafficked to Flint, Michigan.  In addition, that the same Atlanta suspect was alleged to be a large supplier of narcotics to students attending the Georgia Institute of Technology, where the suspect was also a student. On July 22, 2016, ATF Atlanta Field Division Special Agents, assisted by ATF Flint Field Office Special Agents, Georgia Institute of Technology University Police Department Officers, and City of Atlanta Police Department Officers, served a federal search warrant at the suspect’s residence.  As a result of the search, Agents seized a metalworking lathe machine consistent with a computer numerical controlled lathe that is alleged to have been used to manufacture the unmarked National Firearms Act firearms seized in Michigan.  Steel templates in various stages of design were also seized along with various firearm parts including M-16 replacement kit parts.  ATF agents seized approximately ten firearms including multiple lower receivers in various stages of manufacture, including two which field tested positive as fully automatic firearms; one alleged silencer in the process of manufacture; various handguns, long guns, ammunition, and a bullet-resistant vest.



SCP Major Case Unit 
A Force Multiplier
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31-107-17: On 01/03/2017 the Saginaw Police Department was dispatched to a shooting that had occurred in the City of Saginaw. SPD Officers were able to view surveillance footage of the two suspects shooting at a vehicle as it drove by the entrance gate to an apartment complex. While viewing the surveillance video the manager of the complex was able to identify the two suspects and the apartments they had entered after the shooting occurred. The SPD officers went to the area where the suspects were observed shooting from in the video and collected nine, 9mm fired cartridge casings. Under the collaborative SCP model in Saginaw, Saginaw officers turned over the information to our MCU. Following suspect development through video enhancement, our MIOC and MDOC parole agents, search warrants were obtained for multiple residences and both suspects.  During a search of multiple residences the two suspects who were believed to be involved in the shooting, were taken into custody. A third suspect who was on probation, was also taken into custody.  All three suspects were convicted felons. While searching the multiple dwellings, two 9 mm semi-automatic pistols, 9mm ammunition, heroin, cocaine, and mobile phones were located.  The three suspects were transported to the Saginaw Police Department where they were interviewed by MCU detectives. Confessions were obtained from two of the suspects reference the shooting.  While the suspects were being interviewed, MDOC agents conducted an examination of one of the suspect’s cell phones and were able to locate photographs of the convicted felons holding one of the seized 9mm pistols. The suspects were charged with multiple felony counts, and the case is set for trial in late Spring 2017. 



Statewide Response and Assistance
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One of unique features of assets within FSB is our ability to mobilize and respond on short notice to situations statewide, whether as a primary law enforcement resource, or in support to our local law enforcement partners.A recent example of this was the 2016 presidential campaign and the many events to which Michigan cities played host, including Flint and the March 2016 Democratic Debate, an event which unfolded on a national stage due to its nexus to the Flint Water Emergency. Over a two week period preceding the event, multiple MSP assets from around our Second and Third Districts were mobilized to work with local and federal partners to cover escorts and motorcades between Flint and Detroit, event site security, as well as providing support to local law enforcement in the event of civil unrest or large scale crowd control in the event areas.In addition our FSB civilian analysts provided real-time intelligence reports to law enforcement through the cooperation of our MIOC and the University of Michigan Flint’s Department of Public Safety.This included the use of K9, Bomb Squad and Aviation assets to ensure that those individuals exercising their Constitutional rights to free speech and assembly, were provided a safe and threat free environment. In total more than 300 troopers were utilized to make the debate and its ancillary events safe, while protecting more than 300,000 citizens traveling to and from the venues over the 3 day event in Flint.



2016 Statewide Snapshot

 163,558 investigations conducted statewide
 38,520 felony and misdemeanor arrests made 
 48,934 traffic crashes investigated
 145,516 traffic citations issued
 383,717 verbal warnings issued
 29,084 motorists assisted
 4,773 drivers arrested for drunk or drugged driving
 3,372 illegal weapons seized

--Source: DDACTS/ MICR to 12/31/2016



Community Outreach

 Use of Community Service Troopers (CSTs)
 Development of Community Policing Plan to 

engage with communities we serve
 Hold at least one Citizen’s Police Academy annually
 Host Michigan Youth Leadership Academies annually   

for at-risk youth 

“Community policing requires the active building of positive relationships 
with members of the community.” 
– Final Report of President Obama’s Task Force on 21st Century Policing
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Through our use of Community Service Troopers (CSTs), we have developed important relationships with the communities we live and serve in through the development of a wide array of programs that assist not only our youth, but other vulnerable populations as well. We  currently have 35 of these troopers located at every Post statewide.As part of our Statewide Drug Strategy, CSTs at our Gaylord Post have rolled out our new Angel Program in 2016, which is designed to help address the state’s growing opioid overdose problems by assisting addicts get proper medical attention and treatment, when they voluntarily present themselves to troopers at the Post. This program has experienced great success in several Massachusetts cities, and we are hoping to grow our program with similar results statewide here in Michigan.The development of Community Policing Plans to engage with communities we serve has also been a focus of MSP since 2012, this includes programs like our Light Up the City Campaign. Representatives from the community, the Michigan State Police, Local Police Departments, the Ezekiel Project and Consumers Energy will be in your neighborhood to provide resources, assistance, and to help support the collaboration with community organizations, law enforcement, and businesses to make our neighborhoods safer.In 2016, MSP hosted 29 Citizen’s Academies statewide, to include some of our SCP Cities, graduating 413 citizens last year. In each of these programs citizens were exposed to many of the same training areas that our own enforcement members receive, with a focus on transparency, legal aspects and use of force theory.MSP has hosted MiYLA schools since 2005, hosting 1,064 students from Benton Harbor, Battle Creek, Detroit, Flint, Inkster, Kalamazoo, Lansing, Muskegon, Muskegon Heights, Pontiac and Saginaw. The program is supported by Byrne Justice Assistance Grants, awarded by BJA through the US Department of Justice, and administered by the MSP.



Attrition
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In 2002, we began to see a steady erosion of our Department due to poor economic conditions that were felt by everyone in the State, not just MSP. As a result by 2010 our agency strength had dropped to a historic low.However, with Governor’s Snyder’s commitment to reducing violent crime in some of our most distressed cities, we have been fortunate to see continued increases in our Department each year that have helped to address this issue. These increases have allowed us to continue to expand our RPP model, relying less on buildings, and more on our ability to patrol, and investigate crimes statewide – without jurisdictional boundaries.As our previous slides indicate, the importance of work being done by both our uniform and detective personnel is an integrated model we hope to continue to grow. The issue of attrition continues to be an area that we have focused on since FY 2012. With the algorithm we use to project those eligible for retirement, we are estimated to lose approximately 250 enlisted personnel in the next two years.The Governor’s 2018 recommendation for 100 new troopers will certainly help continue to bolster our ranks and we are very appreciative of the fact that public safety in Michigan continues to be one of his top priorities.



Questions?
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